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Samsung galaxy has been developed as a star model that is available at best bargain deals. The
new Samsung galaxy Tab has bee loved and appreciated by all and sundry for its unmatched
performance and eye catching looks. There is nothing to worry about its functioning as it boasts of
all the superiorities.

Samsung Galaxy Tab series has been featured with stylish and sleek designed Samsung Tablets.
Now it has expanded its range to some funky and class apart models that can encompass almost
every screen size imaginable. The new Samsung Galaxy Tab 8.9, has got to boast of 8.9 inch
screen where the complete review unfolds many of its class apart specifications. Taking a look at its
fabulous features, you are going to be impressed with its bold and wide screen size which is
unimaginably thin. The company claims it to be the world's thinnest tablet and at 8.6 mm thick it's
about 0.2 mm thinner than the Apple iPad 2.

The reasonable Samsung Galaxy Tab 8.9 price is pretty much affordable and falls within the tightest
budget. The Galaxy Tab 8 has identical specs to the Galaxy Tab 10.1 where but its shares a not-too-
dissimilar design. Inside, it functions on dual-core 1GHz processor and sports a high-resolution
1280 x 800-pixel display. The tablet weighs 470g, and comes in 16GB, 32GB, and 64GB versions.
You will also be happy to discover its support to microSD card slot for that can be expanded up to
32GB cards should you require even more storage space.

The Samsung galaxy tab has been featured with a 3-megapixel rear-facing camera with LED flash,
whereas it front-facing camera has got to support the 2 megapixels video. It video camera is also
capable of capturing 720 p video at 30 frames per second. This exclusive tab model makes use of
its own interface layer on top of Android 3.

Known to be TouchWiz UX, it also encompasses Honeycomb's framework by leaving the soft
navigation buttons intact and app management screen untouched in location. This extremely
sophisticated Samsung tab model has completely transformed and optimised the exceptional user
interface imparting it with a pleasing effect.

Not to miss are the smart multimedia services for consumers including Media Hub, Music Hub,
Readers Hub, and Social Hub. Absolutely a treat for business class users, the tablet also offers
support for Exchange Active Sync version 14, on-device encryption, Cisco VPN, and WebEx
attributes.
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